Alevi Studies Workshop (closed meeting)

30.1.-1.2.2020

Organization: PD Dr. Markus Dressler, Religionswissenschaftliches Institut, University Leipzig. With support from the Heisenberg Program of the German Research Foundation (DFG).

Programm

Thursday, 30.1.
15:30-17:00 Session 1

Elif Yıldızlı-Uğurlu (Münster University): “Translation and Latent Sense: Analyzing Macro Constellations”

Chair: Markus Dreßler (Leipzig University)

17:15-18:45 Session 2

17:15-18:15 Tuğçe Özdemir (Basel University): “Alevi Parents’ Strategies in the Field of Education”


Chair: Robert Langer (Orient Institut Istanbul)

Friday, 31.1.

9:30-11:00 Session 3


Chair: Janina Karolewski (Hamburg University)

11:15-12:45 Session 4

Ufuk Erol (Indiana University, Bloomington): “How to Analyze Qizilbash Religiosity in the Early Modern Middle East: Paradigms and Sources”

Chair: Benjamin Weineck (Bayreuth University)
14.00-15:30 Session 5

14:00-15:30 Benjamin Raßbach (Leipzig University): “Defending Shengal – An Analysis of Politico-Religious Developments around Yezidi Sacred Spaces”

Chair: Ahmet Kerim Gültekin (Leipzig University)

16:00-18:15 Session 6

16:00-17:00 Katrin Köster (Leipzig University): “The Alawite Awakening (Yaqqat al-Alawiyin). The Alawite Reform Movement During the Early 20th Century”

17:15-18:15 Aslı Gücin (Heidelberg University): “Thinking Dersim Alevism through Nature”

Chair: Çiçek İlengiz (MPI for the Study of Ethnic and Religious Diversity Göttingen)

Saturday, 1.2.

9:30-11:00 Session 7

9:30-10:30 Hanni Bezem (Bayreuth University): “Symbols and their Significations in Contemporary Bektashi Material Culture”

10:30-11:00 Benjamin Weineck (Bayreuth University) and Janina Karolewski (Hamburg University): “Names, Titles & Hierarchies: Historical and Ethnographic Perspectives on Alevi Ocaks”

Chair: Halil Can (Humboldt University Berlin)

11:15-12:45 Session 8

11:15-12:00 Halil Can (Humboldt University Berlin): “Transnational and Transcultural Identitywork In-Between-Spaces: (Alevi) Families and Belongings in Movement”

12:00:12:45 Özlem Öğütçü (Berlin) und Hasan Öğütçü (Immenstaad)

Chair: Markus Dreßler (Leipzig University)